Analyses of Complex Mixtures by F1 Homo-Decoupled Diagonal Suppressed Total Correlation Spectroscopy.
A diagonal suppressed F1 decoupled total correlation spectroscopy(TOCSY) experiment is developed for analyses of complex mixtures. In 2D homonuclear correlation, assignment of the cross peaks is crucial for structure elucidation. However, when cross peaks are close to the diagonal peaks in overcrowded spectral regions, their assignment becomes tedious. In complex mixtures, the presence of multiple spectra along with broad and complex proton multiplets owing to homonuclear scalar couplings degrade the resolution to the extent that assignment of various cross peaks becomes tedious or impossible. Herein, a diagonal suppressed total correlation technique with F1 decoupling is presented to improve the resolution of the cross peaks. The resolution of the cross peaks is improved by both diagonal suppression as well as the collapse of the multiplets to singlets. Application of the method to a few mixtures of organic compounds reveals better identification of the cross peaks relative to other TOCSY variants.